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Cassirer’s Psychology of RelationsSamantha Matherne
In spite of Ernst Cassirer’s criticisms of psychologism through-
out Substance and Function, in the final chapter he issues a de-
mand for a “psychology of relations” that can do justice to the
subjective dimensions of mathematics and natural science. Al-
though these remarks remain somewhat promissory, the fact
that this is howCassirer chooses to conclude Substance and Func-
tion recommends it as a topic worthy of serious consideration.
In this paper, I argue that in order to work out the details of Cas-
sirer’s psychology of relations in Substance and Function, we need
to situate it within two broader frameworks. First, I position
Cassirer’s view in relation to the view of psychology and logic
endorsed by his Marburg Neo-Kantian predecessors, Hermann
Cohen and Paul Natorp. Second, I augment Cassirer’s early ac-
count of the psychology of relations in Substance and Function
with the more mature view of psychology that he presents in
The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms. By placing Cassirer’s account
within these contexts, I claim that we gain insight into his psy-
chology of relations, not just as it pertains to mathematics and
natural science, but to culture as a whole. Moreover, I main-
tain that pursuing this strategy helps shed light on one of the
most controversial features of his philosophy of mathematics
and natural science, viz., his theory of the a priori.
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Cassirer’s Psychology of Relations
From the Psychology of Mathematics and Natural

Science to the Psychology of Culture

Samantha Matherne

1. Introduction
Substance and Function (Substanzbegriff und Funktionsbegriff )
(1910), Ernst Cassirer’s first systematic work on mathematics
and natural science, ends with something of a twist. Through-
out this text, Cassirer consistently criticizes psychological ap-
proaches to mathematics and natural science, claiming, for ex-
ample, that, “We are not concerned with the existence of psy-
chic contents, but onlywith the validity of certain relations” and
that, “psychologism must indeed be overcome in order to reach
the concept of the physical object” (SF, 270, 300). This negative
attitude towards psychology is in no way surprising for it is
in keeping with the anti-psychologistic program defended by
Cassirer’s Marburg Neo-Kantianmentors, Hermann Cohen and
Paul Natorp. What is unexpected, however, is that Cassirer then
concludes Substance and Function with two chapters devoted to
issues related to subjectivity and psychology: Chapter 7, “On
Subjectivity and Objectivity of the Relational Concepts,” and
Chapter 8: “On The Psychology of Relations.” And in the latter
chapter, Cassirer, in fact, issues a demand for a new psychology,
a psychology of relations, that would do justice to the psycho-
logical dimensions of mathematics and natural science.
However unanticipated this discussion of psychology might

be, the fact that this is howCassirer chooses to closeSubstance and
Function recommends it as a topic worthy of serious considera-

tion. Yet this aspect of Substance and Function has received little
attention.1 Admittedly, Cassirer offers only a sketch of what his
psychology of relations would look like; nevertheless, it seems
that clarifying his position onpsychology is necessary for under-
standing the overall picture of mathematics and natural science
that he defends in Substance and Function.
In this paper, I argue that in order to work out the details

of Cassirer’s psychology of relations in Substance and Function,
we need to augment what he says there with the more mature
view of psychology that he presents in The Philosophy of Symbolic
Forms (1923; 1925b; 1929). I take this to be the case because it
is only once he situates his earlier psychology in the framework
of his philosophy of culture that he fills out many of the impor-
tant details concerning the psychology of relations not just as it
pertains to mathematics and natural science, but to culture as a
whole. Thus by adopting a broader cultural lens, I claim that we
can make headway with regard to one of Cassirer’s central, but
underdeveloped, lines of thought in Substance and Function.
However, bymy lights, this strategy, viz., of approaching Cas-

sirer’s account of mathematics and natural science through the
perspective of his philosophy of culture, promises to be produc-
tive not just with respect to issues in psychology, butwith regard
to other features of his theoretical views as well. To this end, I
conclude by applying this strategy to one of the most debated
issues in Cassirer’s philosophy of mathematics and natural sci-
ence, viz., his theory of the a priori, and I argue that there ismuch
headway to be gained here too if we approach the a priori from
the broader cultural framework developed in this paper. In light
of the gains that I hope to show can be made by adopting this
wider cultural lens in order to elucidate Cassirer’s account of
the psychology and a priori features of mathematics and natural

1Exceptions to this include Friedman (1992, 34–35) and Ferrari (2009, 305–
06), who allude to Cassirer’s emphasis on psychology in Substance and Func-
tion, and Edgar (2015), who explores two features of Cassirer’s account of
subjectivity in Substance and Function, viz., idiosyncrasy and point of view.
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science, I wish to recommend this strategy as one to be further
pursued.
In order to develop my interpretation of Cassirer’s psychol-

ogy of mathematics and natural science, I begin in §2 with a
discussion of the Marburg Neo-Kantian approach to psychol-
ogy that shapes both Cassirer’s negative and positive views of
psychology. In §3 I turn to Cassirer’s account of the psychology
of relations in Substance and Function. Then in §4 I analyze how
Cassirer develops this early psychology into themore full-blown
psychology of culture in The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms. I con-
clude in §5 with considerations about the value of approaching
Cassirer’s philosophy of mathematics and natural science from
the perspective of his philosophy of culture more generally and
I address the contentious issue of his theory of the a priori in
mathematics and natural science in this spirit.

2. Marburg Perspectives on Psychology
Before turning to Cassirer’s psychology, it will be helpful to
situate it within the Marburg Neo-Kantian framework for psy-
chology developed byCohen andNatorp, which influences Cas-
sirer’s approach in significant ways.
To begin, the Marburg Neo-Kantians define psychology in

general as the science of the acts, operations, and processes that
occur in individual minds.2 Cohen, for his part, aligns psy-
chology with the study of consciousness as “Bewußtheit,” which
he takes to involve the “individual, immanent ways in which
the unity of consciousness presents itself psychologically” (KTE,
207).3 MeanwhileNatorp claims that psychology is the science of

2Although they treat the individual minds at issue typically as the mind of
a single person, Natorp acknowledges the possibility of also defining the rele-
vantmind in terms of a “historical” group or “generation,” not an “ahistorical”
group or “ageneration” (LF, 205).

3Translations ofKTE aremyown. In this vein, Cohen contrasts “Bewußtheit”
with “Bewußtsein,” where the latter concerns the “unity of experience,” where
“experience” (as we shall see below) is defined in terms of mathematical natu-

the “lived” (erlebt), “concrete” (konkret) consciousness of individ-
uals, where this consciousness involves the “activity” (Tätigkeit)
by means of which phenomena appear to an I (AP, 39, 41).4
As we shall see, although Cohen and Natorp, on the one hand,
object to attempts to treat psychology so defined as the foun-
dation of logic, they, on the other hand, defend a critical form
of psychology as a key component of their own philosophical
projects.

2.1. Logic and the problem with psychologism
The negative remarks that Cohen and Natorp make about psy-
chology often occur in the context of their criticism of psychol-
ogism, more specifically, of psychologistic attempts to ground
logic in psychic acts, operations, or processes that occur in fi-
nite individuals.5 Given that the foundation of logic is the rel-
evant point of contention, in order to appreciate this criticism,
we need to first consider what conception of logic the Marburg
Neo-Kantians employ.

ral science (KTE, 207–08; he uses this distinction again in his System, e.g., LRE,
422–24, 456; ERW, 148–51; ARG, 120–25). Although in KTE, Cohen then aligns
the study of Bewußtheit with psychology and of Bewußtstein with the critique
of cognition (Erkenntniskritik) (KTE, 208), in the System he seems to allow for a
more general definition of psychology as the study of the “unity of conscious-
ness” (LRE, 17; translations of LRE are my own). This more general definition
of psychology, in turn, opens up space for two kinds of psychology on Cohen’s
view: an empirical psychology that focuses on the unity of Bewußtheit and an
alternative “critical” psychology that focuses on the unity ofBewußtstein, more
specifically on the “unity of cultural consciousness” (Kulturbewußtsteins) (LRE,
609). Though Cohen planned to devote the fourth volume of his System to de-
veloping this latter form of psychology, he did not complete this project. And
it seems due to its incomplete nature that Cassirer draws more explicitly on
the details of Natorp’s psychology than Cohen’s.

4Translations ofAP aremy own. For Cassirer’s gloss ofNatorp’s conception
of the subject matter of psychology, see PSFv3, 52.

5See Anderson (2005) for a discussion of the broad Neo-Kantian critique of
psychologism and Edgar (2008) for a discussion of Natorp’s specific critique
of psychologism.
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In general, Cohen and Natorp take their cue from Kant’s con-
ception of logic as “the science of the rules of understanding
[Verstandsregeln] in general,” where the understanding is de-
fined as the faculty for “thinking” (denken) or “judging” (urteilen)
(KrV, A52/B76, A51/B75, A69/B94).6 Kant furthermore claims
that logic concerns understanding in a pure, rather than em-
pirical sense and, as such, it is a science that “draws nothing
from psychology” (A54/B78). Kant, in turn, distinguishes be-
tween two forms of logic. The first is “general” (allgemeine) logic,
which concerns the “form of thinking in general” in abstraction
from “all content of cognition, i.e., from any relation of it to the
object” (A55/B79).7 On his view, general logic thus sets aside
considerations about the relation of thinking to objects and fo-
cuses, instead, on the different forms that judgment can take,
e.g., the universal form (“All As are Bs”), the hypothetical form
(“If A, then B”), etc. (see A70/B95). The second kind of logic
Kant discusses is what he calls “transcendental” logic and he
claims it targets “the rules of the pure thinking of an object” and
the “laws of the understanding and reason . . . insofar as they
are related to objects a priori” (A55/B79–80). Given this target,
Kant claims that transcendental logic focuses not on the formal
structures of judgment, but instead on the pure concepts (the
so-called “categories”) by means of which our thought relates
to, e.g., the category of “unity,” “reality,” “substance,” “cause,”
etc. (see A80/B106). In light of these differences, Kant claims
that whereas general logic is the “negative touchstone” of truth,

6As is standard practice, references to Immanuel Kant’sCritique of Pure Rea-
son are to the section number and A and B pagination of the first and second
editions (A/B) in the Akademie edition. See, e.g., Cohen’s claim that logic,
in general, is oriented towards “judgment” (Urteil) and “thinking” (Denkens)
(LRE, 52) and Natorp’s claim that logic is, in general, concerned with “un-
derstanding” (Verstehen) and “thought in general” (Denkens überhaupt) (LF,
200, 211). See Heis (2010) and Tolley (2016, 192–95) for an analysis of the
relationship between Kant’s and the Marburg School’s theories of logic.

7Throughout this paper, I shall translate “Erkenntnis” as “cognition” rather
than as “knowledge,” reserving “knowledge” as a translation of “Wissen.”

i.e., it specifies the rules for consistent, contradiction-free think-
ing, transcendental logic is the logic of the “objective valid-
ity” of thinking, hence of “material (objective) truth” (A57/B81,
A60/B84–85).
Although theMarburgNeo-Kantians are broadly sympathetic

to this conception of logic, there are several distinctive features
of how they interpret and so appropriate Kant’s logic. The first
set of interpretive moves concerns the nature of understanding
in general. To begin, they claim that the forms of thinking at is-
sue in general logic are those involved in analytic judgments, i.e.,
judgments in which we analyze “concepts we already have of
objects,” whereas those at issue in transcendental logic relate to
synthetic judgments, i.e., judgments in which we bring “unity”
(Einheit) or “combination” (Verbindung) to a manifold in such a
way that allows for thinking to relate to objects (A5/B9, A105,
B129).8 Moreover, they maintain that general logic is dependent
on transcendental logic (see Cohen, KTE, 269; Natorp, OS, 164;
LF, 201, 205). To this end, they citeKant’s claim that, “dissolution
(analysis) . . . in fact always presupposes [combination]; where
the understanding has not previously combined anything, nei-
ther can it dissolve anything” (B130). This being the case, they
think that the study of the analytic forms of thinking in gen-
eral logic must be grounded in the study of synthetic forms of
objectively valid thinking and the categories in transcendental
logic.9 However, it is not just general logic, but also Kant’s doc-
trine of sensibility and his account of the pure intuition of space

8See Cohen (KTE, 242). For a comparison of the Marburg approach to
general and transcendental logic with other approaches, see Tolley (2012).

9Natorp succinctly summarizes this point as follows: “There is therefore no
formal logicwhich is not grounded in ‘transcendental’ logic. If both are related
in the sameway as the lawgiving found in the analytic and synthetic functions,
and if all analysis presupposes synthesis (because the understanding cannot
analyze anything which it has not first synthesized) then everything which
formal logic can teach must be able to be grounded transcendentally” (OS,
164).
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and time that they subsume under transcendental logic, arguing
that intuition is, ultimately, a form of thinking.10 Taking all these
points together, on theMarburgpicture, theunderstandingmost
fundamentally involves the synthetic, category-guided activity
of object-related thinking, which pervades even sensibility and
intuition.11
Furthermore since Cohen and Natorp deny that intuition and

sensibility are independent from thinking, they revise Kant’s
conception of objects. Whereas on Kant’s view (at least as he
presents it in the Transcendental Aesthetic),12 thought relates
to objects that are first “given” to us through sensibility, on
their view, objects are entirely the result of the “productive” and
“constructive” “objectifying” activity of thought.13 This being
the case, they take the objective validity of thinking to be part
of a complicated process in which the objects thinking relates to
and is valid of are constructed through the synthetic activity of
thinking itself.
Though this may make the Marburg view sound like a highly

subjective form of idealism, Cohen andNatorp regard their crit-
ical idealism as objective because they take the forms of syn-

10See Natorp’s summary of the Marburg position on intuition at (KMS,
184–86).

11One finds this in Cohen’s analysis of synthesis, understood in terms of the
“continuity” (Kontinuität) of the “separation” (Sonderung) and “unification”
(Vereinigung) that serves as the “origin” (Ursprung) of thinking (see, e.g., LRE,
90, 60–62) and in Natorp’s related analysis of synthesis, understood in terms
of the “connectedness” (Zusammenhang) as the “origin” (Ursprung) of thinking
(LF, 206).

12See, e.g., Kant’s claim that, “Objects are therefore given to us by means of
sensibility, and it alone affords us intuitions; but they are thought through the
understanding . . . . But all thought . . . must ultimately be related to intuitions,
thus, in our case, to sensibility, since there is no other way in which objects
can be given to us” (A19/B33).

13See, e.g., Cohen’s analysis of “generation” (Erzeugnis) of thought (LRE,
28–29) and Natorp’s analysis of the “constructive,” “objectifying” activity of
thought (OS, 176–77; KMS, 182; AP, 68–72). Natorp also tends to gloss this
constructive activity in terms of the lawful “determination” (Bestimmung) of
the manifold (see OS, 171, 177).

thetic, constructive thinking at issue to be those involved in the
objective endeavors of mathematics and natural science (among
other cultural regions).14 That is to say, they do not identify the
starting point for transcendental logic as the subjective psychic
processes in individuals, but rather as the “fact” of objective cog-
nition in mathematical-natural science.15 As they understand it,
then, transcendental logic has the aim of elucidating the condi-
tions of the objective fact of mathematical-scientific cognition;
hence Cohen’s claim that, “the thinking of logic is the think-
ing of science,” and Natorp’s that, “‘experience’ as science is the
fact whose ‘possibility’ is investigated in transcendental logic”
(LRE, 19; LF, 203). By their lights, by orienting logic around the
fact of science (among the other facts of culture), they secure its
objectivity against the threat of subjectivism.

14Although inwhat followswe shall focus on the connection Cohen andNa-
torp draw betweenmathematics and natural science, they think that logic also
pertains to the objectively valid activities involved in other cultural regions,
like ethics, aesthetics and religion. Hence Natorp’s overarching characteriza-
tion of the logic of the Marburg school as follows:

“[L]ogic,” in the original broad sense of the doctrine of reason, holds a
high place with us. It comprises not only theory, in respect to the logic of
“possible experience,” but ethics, too, in respect to the logic of volition, and
even aesthetics, in respect to the logic of pure artistic creation. It is the basis
for vastly expanding scientific terrains: social science (as the study of eco-
nomics, justice, and education, aswell as history, art history, even the study
of religion—, i.e., the so-called human sciences [Geisteswissenschaften], and
not just the natural science of mathematics. (KMS, 192)

Natorp’s emphasis in the second sentence on the logic of possible experience,
ethics, and aesthetics tracks Cohen’s own project in the three volumes of his
System of Philosophy. For a discussion of the commitment of theMarburg school
to culture, see Renz (2002, 2005), Luft (2015a), and Matherne (2015).

15Though they introduce transcendental logic in the context of an analysis of
the fact of experience in the mathematical-scientific sense, they acknowledge
other no less objective cultural facts, like the fact of ethics and aesthetics, which
transcendental logic also accounts for. Hence Natorp’s claim in KMS that, for
the Marburg School, logic is oriented around the “facts of science, morals, art,
and religion” and the “total creative work of culture” (182).
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What may obscure what Cohen and Natorp take to be the
objectivity of their logic is that they typically describe the fact of
mathematical-natural science as the fact of “experience,” as we
see in the Natorp passage just quoted. However, it is important
to recognize that, on their view, the relevant experience in this
context is not the experience of an individual, but rather experi-
ence in the sense of what unfolds throughmathematical-natural
science; hence Cohen’s claim, “experience . . . is mathematical
natural science” (Cohen, KTE, 501).16 By their lights, whereas
experience in the individual case is something that is finite and
contingent on the spatial, temporal, and causal circumstance of
the experiencer, the experience in the mathematical-scientific
case is infinite and necessary insofar as its order and progress
is determined by ideal concepts, laws, and principles (see, e.g.,
Cohen, LRE, 62–65; Natorp, LF, 204–05). As Natorp describes
this latter experience, it is like a numerical series in which one
content follows the others in the same logically necessary way
that the number one follows the number two (LF, 204). Thus,
although Cohen and Natorp orient transcendental logic around
the fact of experience, they regard this as consistent with the ob-
jectivity of logic insofar as this fact dovetails with the objective
cognition of mathematical-natural science.
Stepping back, for Cohen andNatorp, logic is best understood

as transcendental logic, i.e., the science of the forms of synthetic,
constructive, objectively valid thinking that make the fact of ex-
perience qua mathematical-natural science (along with the fact
of other cultural fields) possible. And it is from this perspective
on logic that they, in turn, criticize psychologistic accounts of
the foundations of logic.
At the core of the Marburg critique is the claim that psychol-

ogism cannot account for the objectivity of logic. As Natorp puts
this objection:

16See Richardson (2003) for a discussion of this Marburg conception of
experience.

One not only destroys logic, as the independent theory of the ob-
jective validity of cognition, one also cancels out objective validity
itself and changes it into purely subjective validity, if one attempts
to support it on subjective grounds and to deduce it from subjective
factors. (OS, 168; translation modified)

On the Marburg assessment, insofar as psychologism grounds
logic in the finite psychical processes that take place in indi-
viduals, it limits logic to the level of the “merely subjective.”
Accordingly, the only kind of validity it can attempt to account
for is a subjective one, which reflects the contingent ways in
which the psychological processes of situated creatures like us
proceed. However, on theMarburg assessment, this simply fails
as an adequate account of the foundation of logic because it
“cancels out” the objective validity that is central to the form
of thinking that is at issue in the science of logic and that is
expressed in mathematical-scientific cognition. It is this form of
objectively valid thinking that the Marburg Neo-Kantians think
the psychologistic view, in principle, cannot do justice to and it
is for this reason that they reject it as an adequate account of the
foundation of logic.17

2.2. Marburg psychology
Yet in spite of their critique of psychologistic approaches to logic,
Cohen and Natorp do not rule out the value of psychology alto-
gether. Indeed, both to varying degrees present psychology as
a key component of their critical projects. Cohen, for his part,
planned to dedicate the fourth and final volume of his System
of Philosophy to the topic of psychology, but he was not able to
finish this project before he died.18 Meanwhile Natorp defended

17Cohen attempts to meet this demand with his logic of the “source” (Ur-
sprung) in LRE, and Natorp attempts to do so with the logic he presents in
LF.

18Cohen had also lectured on this topic in 1899, 1905–06, 1908, and 1916. For
a discussion of Cohen’s psychology, see Poma (1997, 147–53), Zeidler (2001),
and Moynahan (2013, 16–21).
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a more developed account of psychology in both his early In-
troduction to Psychology According to Critical Method (Einleitung in
die Psychologie nach kritischer Methode) (1888) and his later Gen-
eral PsychologyAccording to CriticalMethod (Allgemeine Psychologie
nach kritischer Methode) (1912a).19 Though much could be said
about this Marburg approach to psychology, in what follows,
I want to focus on two features that were particularly influen-
tial for Cassirer: the general Marburg motivation for developing
psychology and Natorp’s conception of the proper method of
psychology.
The general motivation behind Cohen and Natorp’s convic-

tion that critical philosophy should involve psychology is their
commitment to there being a “correlation” between objectivity
and subjectivity in the psychological sense (see, e.g., Cohen,
LRE, 188; Natorp, AP, 71). Natorp glosses this correlation as
follows:

Cognition [Erkenntnis] shows itself from the start as two-sided: as
“content” [Inhalt] (as what is cognized or to be cognized [Erkanntes
oder zu Erkennendes]) and as “activity” [Thätigkeit] or experience
[Erlebnis] of the subject (as cognizing [Erkennen]). To be sure in
every cognition both relations are present together and closely
connected; there can no more be what is cognized without cogniz-
ing, than there can be a cognizing without what is cognized [es gibt
so wenig ein Erkanntes ohne Erkennen den, wie einen Erkennenden ohne
Erkanntes]. (OS, 165–66; translation modified)

As we see in this passage, whereas the objective correlate con-
cerns the “objective content” of cognition—i.e., the ideal con-
cepts, principles, and propositions of logic, mathematics, and
natural science—the subjective correlate pertains to the psychic
acts of a spatially-temporally situated individual by means of
which this content becomes a “comprehensible possession of
the psyche” (OS, 166, 168). Notice, also, that Natorp emphasizes

19For discussions of Natorp’s psychology, see Dahlstrom (2015), Feyaerts
and Vanheule (2015), Luft (2015a, 92–103), and Zahavi (2003).

the mutual relationship between the two correlates: they do not
exist in isolation from one another, but rather as two recipro-
cally related moments within the whole of cognition. Given this
correlation, on the Marburg view, in order to give a complete
account of cognition, what is needed is both a logic of objective
cognition and a psychology of subjective cognizing.
Taking up this demand in his own account of psychology, Na-

torp, furthermore, argues that in order to provide an adequate
psychology, we must adopt the appropriate “critical” method.
The reason he takes methodology to be a pressing concern is
because he thinks that the typical method in psychology, viz.,
one that models itself on natural science and so endeavors to
offer empirical-causal explanations of consciousness, is one that
“kills” the very lived consciousness it is supposed to elucidate
(AP, 103). He takes this to be the case because he thinks that
the naturalistic method treats subjectivity as something that it
is not, viz., an object: “To be an I does not mean to be an object,
rather to be, opposite all objects, that for whom alone something
is an object” (AP, 29). Given that the lived consciousness at issue
in psychology is “not an object,” Natorp thinks it is a mistake
to employ the traditional naturalistic method that treats it as an
object (AP, 29).
Natorp, accordingly, puts forth an alternativemethod for psy-

chology that he labels the “reconstructive” method. As the label
for this method suggests, on Natorp’s view, consciousness is
not something that we can study directly; rather he thinks we
can only approach it indirectly by means of reconstruction. To
this end, Natorp introduces the idea that cognition as a whole
is something that involves a “plus” and a “minus” direction,
where the “plus” direction corresponds to the objective content
involved inmathematics, natural science, and the other region of
culture,20 and the “minus” direction corresponds to the psychic

20For Natorp’s emphasis on culture in this psychological context, see (AP,
22, 77, 93).
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acts, processes, and operations that allow for the “appearing”
(Erscheinen) of this objective content in lived consciousness (AP,
71, 41). With this picture in mind, Natorp claims that the re-
constructive method takes as its starting point the “process of
objectivization [Objektivierung]” involved in the plus direction
and then attempts to reconstruct the correlative “process of sub-
jectivization [Subjektivierung]” occurring in the minus direction
(AP, 69).

By Natorp’s lights, adhering to this reconstructive method
will put psychology on a proper “logical foundation [Grundla-
gen],” not only orienting it toward the right understanding of
subjectivity qua lived consciousness, but also providing it with
a secure starting point, viz., the objective fact of mathematical-
scientific experience and other cultural endeavors (AP, III). In
endorsing this method, Natorp does not mean to rule out the
viability of empirical psychology altogether; rather, his point is
that in order for empirical psychology to succeed in illuminat-
ing the subjective correlate of cognition, it must place itself on
this foundation provided by the reconstructive method (see the
Preface toAP). And it is only a psychology so grounded that Na-
torp thinks can serve as the needed counterpart to the objective
analysis of cognition.
In the end, Cohen and Natorp’s attitude towards psychology

is complex: though they are critical of attempts to treat psychol-
ogy as the foundation of logic, they nevertheless champion a
psychology, with the right conception of subjectivity and the
right method, as part of a complete theory of cognition. And
this, in turn, provides the framework for Cassirer’s account of
psychology.

3. Psychology in Substance and Function
We are now in a position to consider the account of psychology
that Cassirer develops in Substance and Function. Like Cohen and

Natorp, Cassirer defines psychology, in general, as a science ori-
ented toward the acts, processes, and operations that occur in
individual minds. To this end, he describes the target of psy-
chology in terms of the “the representations and processes in
the thinking individual,” “the subjective-psychological event of
thinking,” consciousness insofar as it involves the “temporal se-
quence and order of contents” in the “I,” and the thinking that
occurs “temporally, in actual empirical lived-experience [Erleb-
nis]” (HC, 223; SF, 310, 312; translation modified). Furthermore,
for Cassirer, as for Cohen and Natorp, although psychology has
a positive role to play in a full analysis of cognition, it can do
so only if we, first, assign it to its proper place in relation to
logic. For this reason, before proceeding to the details of Cas-
sirer’s positive account of psychology, we need to situate it in
relation to his account of logic and his reiteration of theMarburg
criticism of psychologism.

3.1. Transcendental logic and anti-psychologism in
Substance and Function

Though in Substance and FunctionCassirer develops theMarburg
account of logic in new directions, his logic nevertheless takes
its cue from Cohen and Natorp’s conception of transcendental
logic as the science of the synthetic, constructive activities of the
understanding,whichmakepossible the “fact” ofmathematical-
scientific experience.
Cassirer endorses this conception of transcendental logic in

his early essay, “Kant and Modern Mathematics” (Kant und die
moderne Mathematik; 1907), where he argues that a proper anal-
ysis of the relationship between logic and modern mathematics
requires a Kantian approach rather than the logicist approach
of Russell and Couturat. By his lights, the logicist approach to
mathematics defines logic solely in terms of general logic, i.e.,
in terms of analytic judgments that are independent of any re-
lation to objects, and in so doing, he charges that they neglect a
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crucial feature of mathematics, viz., its contribution to the syn-
thetic, objective judgments of natural science (see KMM, §§5–6).
For this reason, Cassirer claims that, “A new problem [Aufgabe]
begins at the point where logicism leaves off. What critical phi-
losophy seeks and what it must demand is a logic of objective
cognition [gegenständlichen Erkenntnis]” (KMM, 44).21 He then ex-
plicitly glosses the logic of objective cognition in terms of Kant’s
transcendental logic:

“The explanation of the possibility of synthetic judgments,” as
Kant himself sharply emphasized, “is a problem with which gen-
eral logic has nothing to do . . . But in a transcendental logic it is the
most important business of all, and indeed the only business if the
issue is the possibility of synthetic a priori judgments and likewise
the conditions of the domain of their validity. For by completing
this task transcendental logic can fully satisfy its goal of determin-
ing the domain and boundaries of pure understanding.” (KMM,
44–45; quoting KrV, A154/B193)22

Thus, for Cassirer, transcendental logic is needed in order to ad-
dress the problem that general logic neglects, viz., the problem
of the objective validity of our synthetic thinking. Moreover,
insofar as Cassirer regards this problem of objective validity as
the most fundamental problem of logic, he, in Marburg fashion,
treats transcendental logic as more primary than general logic.23

21Translations of KMM are my own.
22The translation of KrV is from the Guyer-Wood translation.
23On this point, Cassirer takes himself to be following in Kant’s footsteps

insofar as he attributes to Kant the view that transcendental logic is more
primary than general logic:
An analysis that is nothing but analysis, that does not in any way relate
indirectly to and rest on an underlying synthesis is impossible. . . . While
general logic can similarly be employed as the “clue to the discovery of
all the pure concepts of the understanding,” this is not done with the aim
of basing the transcendental concepts on the formal ones, but, conversely,
with the aim of basing the latter on the former, and in that way yielding
a more profound understanding of the ultimate ground of their validity.
(KLT, 172–73)

In Substance and Function, Cassirer attempts to enrich this ba-
sic picture of transcendental logic with a theory of the “func-
tional” or “relational” nature of concepts. As the title of the
book suggests, Cassirer opposes his functional analysis of con-
cepts to a “substance” theory of concepts. On his view, whereas
the substance-based view treats concepts as “copies” of mind
independent substances that we form on the basis of “abstract-
ing” out the common marks of those substances, the function-
based view defines concepts as “functions” or “relations” by
means of which a manifold is synthesized and unified.24 For
Cassirer, the relevant kind of function is a propositional func-
tion, φ(x , y , z , . . . ), where φ is a functional relation on the basis
of which the variables x, y, and z are unified together in a
serially-ordered manifold: (x , y , z).25 And he argues that in or-
der to account for the formation of concepts, as well as their use
in judgment in ordinary life, mathematics, and natural science,
we need a transcendental logic that embraces the function-based
view of concepts rather than the substance-based one.26
In defending this function-based approach to transcenden-

tal logic, however, Cassirer retains the basic Marburg commit-
ment to analyzing the understanding at issue in synthetic and
constructive terms. With regard to synthesis, for example, Cas-
sirer continues to emphasize the idea that synthesis is central to
the activity of the understanding, but he updates the view by
highlighting the way in which functional concepts enable this
synthesis. To this end, he argues that we should think of func-

24See SF, chap. 1, “On the Theory of the Formation of Concepts,” for Cas-
sirer’s analysis of these two competing models.

25In KMM, Cassirer directs us toward Russell’s analysis of functions along
proposition lines in “Sur la Relation des Mathématiques à la Logistique”
(KMM, 7 n 3) and in PSFv3, towards his account in The Principles ofMathematics
(PSFv3, 301).

26He addresses themerits of the function-based view in relation to ordinary
empirical concept acquisition in SF, chap. 1, mathematics in chaps. 2–3, and
natural science in SF, chap. 4.
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tional concepts as serial principles that allow the understanding
to synthesize particulars into a serially ordered manifold. In
this spirit, he describes a functional concept as a “generating
[erzeugende] principle that makes the individual members con-
nectable [verknüpfbar] into a functional whole” and as a “serial
form F(a , b , c . . . ) which connects [verknüpft] the members of
a manifold” (SF, 26; translation modified). And he maintains
that it is by means of such functions and the serial ordering of
manifolds that they enable that synthesis proceeds.

Cassirer, moreover, persists in the Marburg commitment to
the constructive nature of this synthetic activity, arguing that
the objects of experience are not given prior to, but determined
through this synthesis. As he makes this point:

To cognize [erkennen] a content [Inhalt] means to make [umprägen]
it an object by raising it out of the mere status of givenness and
granting it a certain logical constancy and necessity. Thus we do
not cognize “objects” as if they were already independently deter-
mined and given as objects,—but we cognize objectively, by produc-
ing certain limitations and by fixing certain permanent elements
and connections within the uniform flow of experience. (SF, 303,
translation modified)

Thus, on his view, in order to arrive at objects, the understand-
ing must engage in constructive activities by means of which it
produces limitations and fixes constancies by synthesizing the
manifold in light of functional relations. In this way, Cassirer
takes over theKantian claimunderwriting the constructive view,
viz., that, “the object of our intuitions . . . is nothing more than
the something for which the concept expresses such a necessity
of synthesis,” and adds to it the idea that the concepts involved
are functional ones that enable the understanding to generate
serially ordered manifolds in which the needed limitations and
constancies are produced (KrV, A106).27

27See Cassirer (KLT, 170–71; PSFv3, 315–16). Cassirer glosses Kant’s A106
passage in ETR thus: “The object is thus not gained and known by our going

It is on thebasis of this functional account of the synthetic, con-
structive activities of the understanding that Cassirer, in turn,
presents his theory of the categories.28 He introduces this theory
aspart ofwhathe calls the “universal invariant theory of experience”
(SF, 268).29 As becomes clear by how he proceeds, the “experi-
ence” Cassirer has in mind in this context is not the experience
of an individual, but rather the one defined inMarburg terms as
the experience of mathematical-natural science. And he claims
that a universal invariant theory of mathematical-scientific ex-
perience aims to . . .
. . . discover those universal elements of form, that persist through
all change in the particular material content of experience. . . . The
goal would be reached, if we succeeded in isolating in this way the
ultimate common element of all possible forms of scientific experi-
ence; i.e., if we succeeded in conceptually defining those moments,
which persist in the advance from theory to theory because they
are the conditions of any theory. (SF, 269)

So understood, Cassirer’s universal invariant theory of experi-
ence seeks to identify the “forms,” i.e., the functions and rela-
tions, of experience that are “universal” in the sense that they
remain invariant across all possible scientific experience.30 He
then points to “the ‘categories’ of space and time, of magni-
tude [Größe] and the functional dependency of magnitudes” as
examples of such invariant relations (SF, 269). And he labels
these categories as “a priori” because they are the “ultimate log-
ical invariants. . . , which lie at the basis of any determination of
connection according to natural law” (SF, 269).

from empirical determinations to what is no longer empirical to the abso-
lute and transcendent, but by our unifying the totality of observations and
measurements given in experience into a single complete whole” (ETR, 381).

28See Ferrari (2009, 301–04) for a discussion of Cassirer’s theory of categories
in the context of the Marburg theory of categories.

29For a thorough discussion of Cassirer’s invariant theory of experience, see
Ihmig (1997).

30For Cassirer’s description of these forms as universal “relations” and
“functions,” see (SF, 309; ETR, 427).
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There are two points I wish to bring out concerning how
Cassirer characterizes the invariance of the categories. In the
first place, Cassirer describes the categories as invariant, in part,
because he takes them to be the conditions of the possibility of
mathematical-natural scientific experience. I takeCassirer’s idea
to be that unless thinking organizes manifolds in accordance
with the categorial functions of space, time, magnitude, and
cause, then there can be no experience in the mathematical-
natural scientific sense, let alone the objects that correspond to
such experience.
Furthermore, on Cassirer’s view, what allows for the cate-

gories to play an invariant role across all experience is that the
functional relations they rest on are flexible enough to be spec-
ified in various ways by particular theories. As he makes this
point, the categories involve a fixed “meaning‘’ (Sinn) that can
be cashed out in different ways in the “material content [In-
halt]” of a particular theory (SF, 269). For example, he claims
that the meaning of the category “cause” involves a relation
that establishes the “space-time dependency of the elements
in a natural process,” and that this meaning can be expressed
through various “particular causal principles,” which cash out
these space-time dependencies in different ways (SF, 269). Or to
take another example, the meaning of the category of “space”
(which he calls a “category” because he, like the other Marburg
Neo-Kantians, attributes it to thinking rather than sensibility),
involves the basic relation of “coexistence,” a relation that can
then be specified in a more determinate way in particular theo-
ries, e.g., in a Euclidean or Minkowskian way (see ETR, 417–18;
PSFv1, 94). For Cassirer, then, the categories can serve as an in-
variant feature of all mathematical-scientific experience because
they involve a basic functional relation that is flexible enough
to take on different content in various theories. Ultimately, then
on his view of transcendental logic, it is these categories, these a
priori invariant functional relations, which guide the synthetic,

constructive activity of understanding and that make the fact of
experience, i.e., the objective cognition of mathematical-natural
science, possible.
Moreover, it is in relation to this conception of logic that

Cassirer, like his Marburg mentors, criticizes psychologistic ac-
counts of the foundations of logic.31 Against psychologism, Cas-
sirer argues thatweneed todrawa sharpdistinction between the
“standpoint of a psychological individual” and the “standpoint
of logic,” and he maintains that the “supreme principles” of the
latter, “especially the universal principles of mathematical and
scientific cognition” “transcend” the former (SF, 297; translation
modified). Continuing in this vein, he claims . . .
. . . judgment transcends the mere content of present, sensuous
perception. . . . It [is] dependence on [logical] principles, and not on
any concrete psychic contents or acts, that [critical] idealism alone
represent[s] anddemand[s]. . . . To the psychological immanence of
impressions is opposed . . . the logical universality of the supreme
principles of cognition [Erkenntnisprinzipien]. (SF, 300; translation
modified)

For Cassirer, then, in order to understand the objective valid-
ity of the judgments involved in cognition, we must look not
to psychic contents or acts, but rather to the supreme logical
principles of cognition that guarantees its objective validity and
that transcend these psychic acts. This being the case, Cassirer,
like his Marburg teachers, rejects psychology as the foundation
of logic.

3.2. The psychology of relations in Substance and
Function

Although Cassirer is thus critical of psychologistic attempts to
ground logic in psychology, he nevertheless agrees with Cohen

31ForCassirer’s critical remarks aboutpsychologismoutside ofSubstance and
Function, see, e.g., “Erkenntnistheorie nebst den Grenzfragen” (1927); (PSFv2,
xiv–xv, 11); (PSFv3, 373); (PSFv4, 55–56); (DEPv4, 56–57, 161).
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and Natorp that a psychology is needed as part of a complete
critical theory of cognition, and it is in this spirit that he presents
his own psychology of relations. In order to clarify his account
of the psychology of relations in Substance and Function, we will
begin with an analysis of Cassirer’s Marburg motivations for
thinking such a psychology is needed, then turn to his more
specific argument for why this psychology should be a psy-
chology of relations, and finally consider the critical method he
claims such a psychology requires.
Starting, first, with why Cassirer sees the need for psychology

at all, his motivation echoes that of Cohen and Natorp insofar
as it stems from the recognition of the correlation between the
subjective and objective dimensions of cognition. In Cassirer’s
words . . .

. . . the laws of what is cognized [Erkannten] . . . [and] those of cog-
nizing [Erkennens] . . . are related to each other, in so far as they
represent two different aspects of a general problem. Thus there
exists a deeper and more intimate mutual relation between the ob-
ject and the operation of thinking than between—the wine and the
drinking of the wine. The wine and the drinking are not exactly
correlated;—but every pure act of cognition [Erkenntnisakt] is di-
rected on an objective truth . . . , while on the other hand, the truth
can only be brought to consciousness by these acts of cognition
and through their mediation. (SF, 314; translation modified)

For Cassirer, the “objective truths” of cognition include the ideal
truths of logic, mathematics, and natural science, which tran-
scend psychic individuals. Meanwhile, the relevant “acts of
cognition” are those “in which we can present to ourselves tem-
porally, in actual empirical lived-experience [Erlebnis], the pure
timeless validity of the ideal principles” (SF, 311–12; translation
modified). And, as we see in the above passage, he claims that
there is an “exact correlation” between the two insofar as the
acts of cognition are “directed on” these objective truths and
those objective truths are “brought to consciousness” by means
of those acts. Continuing in this same vein, he says:

There is no act of knowledge [Wissens], which is not directed on
some fixed content of relations as its real object; while, on the other
hand, this content can only be verified [belegen] and brought to
understanding [zumVerständnis] in acts of knowledge. (SF, 315–16)

The claim that we see in both of these passages, viz., that
the objective truths of cognition serve as the “content” that
acts of cognizing are “directed on” and that those acts are the
means through which that content is brought “to conscious-
ness,” should sound familiar from our analysis of Natorp above,
for Cassirer here takes over Natorp’s position.32
Moreover, like Natorp, Cassirer insists that the relation be-

tween objective and subjective correlates of cognition is amutual
one: as much as our psychic acts need the objective truths for
their content, so too do those objective truths need psychic acts
in order to be brought to consciousness. Indeed, Cassirer, lays
emphasis on this point, arguing against “one-sided” theories of
cognition, which privilege one dimension over the other aremis-
guided (SF, 317). While we have already considered Cassirer’s
criticism of the overly subjectivist approach of psychologism,33
in the “Subjectivity and Objectivity” chapter, Cassirer also con-
siders the problems with overly objectivist accounts that privi-
lege the objective dimension of cognition over the subjective one.
In particular, Cassirer targets Russell’s view in The Principles of
Mathematics, according to which the ideal truths of mathemat-
ics and logic exist “objectively” in the mind-independent way
physical objects do, and that the mind’s relation to these truths
is a passive one in which it “discovers” them (SF, 316–17).34 Cas-

32Earlier in Substance and Function (24–25), Cassirer aligns this picture of the
relationship between acts and objective contents with Husserl’s in the Logical
Investigations (1900–01), vol. II, part I, Investigation II: “The Ideal Unity of the
Species and Modern Theories of Abstraction.”

33In this chapter, Cassirer also criticizes as overly subjective the pragmatist
position that would ground logic in the notion of “utility” (SF, 317–18).

34Cassirer also appears to attribute the overly objectivist view to Bolzano
(SF, 312).
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sirer’s criticism of Russell is two-fold. To begin, he objects to
Russell’s characterization of objective truths as seemingly iso-
lated entities that could be discovered, arguing, instead, in a
Marburg vein, that objective truths are part of an infinitely un-
folding, dynamic series (see, e.g., SF, 254–55, 266–68). This being
the case, Cassirer furthermore argues that Russell is wrong to
think a subject can passively recognize truths because what she
must, in fact, do is actively reconstruct the objective series in
thought; hence his statement, “from the activity itself flows the
recognition of a fixed body of truths” (SF, 317).35 According to
Cassirer, this reveals that far from the notion of the mind be-
ing a “totally irrelevant” one, as Russell’s overly objectivist view
would have it, insofar as it is only through these psychic acts
that objective truths can come to consciousness, Cassirer thinks
we need to give it far more weight than Russell does (SF, 316;
quoting PoM, 4).
Against one-sided views of cognition, then, Cassirer main-

tains that a complete theory of cognition requires an analysis of
both the objective and subjective correlates of cognition. And
it is his recognition of the importance of the latter that leads
Cassirer to emphasize the topics of subjectivity and psychology
at the end of Substance and Function and to issue his concluding
“demand” for a psychology of relations, to which we shall now
turn (SF, 326).
In order to clarify Cassirer’s psychology of relations, let’s be-

gin with an analysis of what Cassirer has in mind by a psychol-
ogy of relations. In general, Cassirer conceives of the psychology
of relations as an alternative to the psychology of “sensations” or

35Cassirer here uses the example of number to illustrate his position, “In
order to comprehend [aufzufassen] the number series as a series and thus to
penetrate into its systematic nature, there is needed not merely a single apper-
ceptive act (such as is considered sufficient for the perception of a particular
thing), but always a manifold of such acts . . . , a movement of thought [Bewe-
gung des Denkens] . . . in which what is first gained is retained and made the
starting-point of new developments” (SF, 317).

“elements.” As he draws the contrast, whereas the psychology
of sensations or elements, à la Hume, treats consciousness as
something that is entirely grounded in and built on the basis of
atomistic sensations and elements, the psychology of relations,
à la Tetens or Meinong, recognizes the irreducible and founda-
tional role that relations play in consciousness (SF, 337; PSFv3,
426).36 Cassirer, in turn, favors the psychology of relations over
the psychology of sensations for two reasons. The first reason
stems from Cassirer’s analysis of consciousness. On his view,
consciousness does not have an atomistic structure in which the
elements of consciousness exist in isolation from one another;
rather it has a holistic structure in which those elements are, at
the most fundamental level, determined by relations:

What is truly cognized [bekannt] and given empirically in the field
of consciousness, is not the particular elements, which then com-
pound themselves into various observable effects, but it is rather
always a manifold variously divided and ordered by relations of
all sorts,—such a manifold as can be separated into particular ele-
ments merely by abstraction. (SF, 335; translation modified)

In virtue of having this holistic structure, Cassirer claims that
elements of consciousness “never ‘subsist’ outside of every form
of connection [Verknüpfung],” instead they exist as part of a rela-
tionally ordered whole (SF, 335). Far from consciousness being
atomistic, then, Cassirer thinks that consciousness has a holistic,
relationally ordered structure. And insofar as the psychology of
relations is motivated by a sensitivity to the foundational role
played by relations in consciousness, he thinks it ismore promis-
ing than the psychology of sensations.

36Cassirer cites Meinong’s psychology and his theory of “founded con-
tents,” i.e., contents in consciousness that cannot be reduced to sensation and
that represent ideal relations, as themore recent example of the psychology of
relations; he, however, is ultimately critical ofMeinong for still allowing a level
of sensations and elements underneath the founded contents that express the
meaning of ideal relations (SF, 337–40; PSFv3, 426). Cassirer also attributes a
relations-based view of psychology to Tetens (SF, 330; PE, 125–31).
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There is, however, a second reason Cassirer endorses a psy-
chology of relations, viz., the relational account of cognition
he defends throughout Substance and Function. As we saw
above, according to Cassirer’s transcendental logic, the cate-
gories are the basic a priori relations that make objective cog-
nition in mathematical-natural science possible; however, on
Cassirer’s view, these basic relations also ground the psychic
acts, processes, and operations in the consciousness of individ-
uals. Hence he opens the “Psychology of Relations” chapter as
follows:

The problem of cognition [Erkenntnis] . . . has led us to a totality
of relations, that contains the presupposition of the intellectual
opposition of the “subject” and the “object”. . . This totality is ob-
jective, in so far as all the constancy of empirical cognition [Er-
fahrungserkenntnis] rests upon it as well as the whole possibility of
objective judgment, while, on the other hand, it can only be com-
prehended in judgment and thus in the activity of thought. (SF, 326;
translation modified)

For Cassirer, then, as much as the basic relations, i.e., the cate-
gories of space, time, and cause, etc., make possible the objec-
tive cognition of mathematical-natural science, so too do they
make possible the relational ordering that is fundamental for
consciousness. The psychology of relations thus furthermore
appeals to Cassirer insofar as he wants to highlight the way in
which the basic a priori relations of transcendental logic serve as
the foundation of both the objective and subjective correlates of
cognition.

Having established why a psychology of relations is to be
preferred over a psychology of elements, Cassirer then turns to
considerations about the appropriatemethod for such apsychol-
ogy. To this end, Cassirer draws on Natorp’s general idea that
psychology should be conducted in accordance with a “critical”
method, which takes as its starting point the objective cognition
we have in mathematical-natural science and then tries to de-

termine the psychic acts, processes, and operations that are the
correlate of this objective cognition. More specifically, Cassirer
claims that psychology should begin with a “cognitive-critical
consideration” (Erkenntniskritische Betrachtung) about how cog-
nition, on the objective level, “creates and constructs a meaning-
ful system of propositions” (SF, 346). Proceeding on this basis,
Cassirer claims psychology should then analyze the “concrete
totality of . . . productive functions” in the consciousness of indi-
viduals that serve as the subjective correlate of this objective
system of cognition (SF, 346). For Cassirer, then, the critical
method of psychology is one that orients it toward identifying
the concrete totality of productive functions in consciousness
that serve as the subjective correlate of cognition.
Though he describes this method in critical terms, he by no

means thinks that psychology should just be a form of transcen-
dental philosophy; rather he indicates that the analysis of this
concrete totality of productive functions is something that can
be carried out in an experimental setting. Indeed, he praises
recent experimentation being done on the psychic process of
thought, which aims to clarify how “conceptual connections”
are “represented for consciousness in peculiar categorial acts”
(SF, 345). So his point about the critical method is not that all
psychology should be transcendental, but rather that the ex-
perimentation and research involved in empirical psychology
should be guided by the critical method to the extent that it
takes its starting point from a critical conception of cognition
and thus sets as its task the elucidation of the concrete totality
of productive functions that allow the individual to grasp the
objective truths of cognition.
At this point, however, the “Psychology of Relations” chapter

comes to an end. Although Cassirer has clarified why a com-
plete theory of cognition requires a psychology and why this
psychology should be a psychology of relations conducted in
accordance with the critical method, he still leaves unanswered
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important questions like, what exactly these concrete productive
functions are, what connection they have to the basic relations
of transcendental logic, and how these functions and relations
bear on the holistic structure of consciousness. By my lights, in
order to answer these questions, we need to shift our attention
away from Substance and Function and toward The Philosophy of
Symbolic Forms for it is only in the latter context that he fills out
this sketch of a psychology of relations by developing it into a
full-blown psychology of culture.

4. Psychology in The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms

As is familiar to many, Cassirer presents the transition from
Substance and Function to The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms as an
effort to “broaden” his “theory of cognition” (Erkenntnistheorie):
instead of focusing solely on the “general premises of scien-
tific cognition [Erkenntnis] of the world,” Cassirer claims his new
theory will also examine “the various fundamental forms of
‘understanding’ [Verstehens] of the world” that are involved in
other cultural endeavors, i.e., in the other so-called “symbolic
forms,” like myth, religion, language, and art (PSFv1, 69; trans-
lation modified). What shall be of particular interest to us about
this project in what follows is how Cassirer modifies the frame-
work in which he set up his psychology of relations in Substance
and Function, viz., his account of transcendental logic and its
relation to the objective and subjective dimensions of cognition,
in order to establish a more mature version of the psychology
of relations that can do justice to the lived consciousness of in-
dividuals embedded in a cultural world. To this end, we will
begin with a discussion of Cassirer’s revised account of tran-
scendental logic and its relation to the objective formations, i.e.,
the symbolic forms, of culture, before turning to an analysis of
his psychology of culture.

4.1. Cassirer’s transcendental logic of culture
That Cassirer continues to endorse the Kantian conception of
transcendental logic is indicated by his praise of it in the third
volume of The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms:

One of themost important achievements of theCritique of Pure Rea-
son is to have given the problem of the relation between concept
and object an entirely new formulation . . . What made this devel-
opment possible was that at just this point Kant took the decisive
step from general logic to transcendental logic . . . The achievement
[Leistung] of the concept now no longer appears as merely formal
and analytical; it is a productive [produktive] and constructive [auf-
bauende] achievement . . . a presupposition of experience and hence
a condition of the possibility of its objects. (PSFv3, 315; translation
modified)

While Cassirer remains sympathetic to this conception of tran-
scendental logic, he nevertheless also thinkswe need to embrace
a more encompassing conception of experience as something
that reflects cultural experience more broadly, as it unfolds in
myth, religion, art, and language, no less than in mathemat-
ics and natural science. When approached from the latter per-
spective, Cassirer’s transcendental logic ceases to be the logic
of objective cognition and becomes, instead, the logic of objec-
tive understanding. And in order to mark this shift, Cassirer no
longer refers to the understanding at issue in logic in terms of
“pure thinking,” as Cohen and Natorp do, but rather in terms
of “spirit” (Geist), as Hegel does.37 We see this, for example, in

37To this end, Cassirer praises Hegel’s conception of spirit in the Introduc-
tion toPSFv1: “More sharply than any thinker before him,Hegel presented the
demand to think of the whole of spirit as a concretewhole,” a demand Cassirer
clearly himself takes up in The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms (PSFv1, 83; trans-
lation modified). And Cassirer makes clear that his own “phenomenology”
of the symbolic forms takes its cue from Hegel’s idea of the “phenomenology
of spirit” (PSFv2, xv–xvi; PSFv3, xiv–xv). This being said, Cassirer is never-
theless critical of Hegel’s notion of spirit because he argues that Hegel offers
a “reductive” analysis of spirit that “reduces [spirit’s] whole content and ca-
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Cassirer’s gloss of the different forms of understanding in terms
of the “‘morphology’ [Formenlehre] of the spirit”; his claim that
The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms is oriented towards myth, reli-
gion, mathematics, etc., as “fundamental configurations [Grund-
gestalten] of the ‘objective spirit’,” and his stated goal as offering
a “concrete view of the full objectivity of the spirit on the one
hand and of its full subjectivity on the other” (PSFv1, 69; PSFv3,
49, translation modified; PSFv3, 57; in PSFv2, see, e.g., xiv–
xv, 3, 11, 14, 25–26). Accordingly, in The Philosophy of Symbolic
Forms, Cassirer transforms transcendental logic into the science
of the understanding of spirit, whichmakes objective experience
across all the symbolic forms of culture possible.
In spite of this reorientation, however, Cassirer continues to

emphasize the synthetic and constructive aspects of the un-
derstanding familiar from his earlier account of transcendental
logic. Beginning with synthesis, Cassirer claims:
There is no trueunderstandingof theworld [Weltverständnis]which
is not thus based on certain fundamental lines . . . of spiritual for-
mation [geistigen Formung] . . . Certain concepts—such as those of
number, time, and space—represent, as it were original forms [Ur-
formen] of synthesis, which are indispensable wherever a “multi-
plicity” is to be taken together in a “unity,” wherever a manifold is
to be broken down [abgeteilt] and articulated [gegliedert] according
to determinate configurations [Gestalten]. (PSFv3, 13; translation
modified)

In this passage, not only do we find Cassirer emphasizing the
synthetic nature of the understanding of spirit, but also we see

pacity to a single dimension,” viz., to logic/absolute knowledge (PSFv1, 84).
By Cassirer’s lights, such a view fails to respect the “autonomy” of the other
symbolic forms, like myth and art, frommathematical-natural science (PSFv1,
83). Elsewhere, Cassirer criticizes Hegel for defending a deterministic picture
of absolute spirit, according to which we could “deduce” the progress of cul-
ture as a “necessary sequence” that follows from the metaphysical nature of
absolute mind (CIPC, 89–90). Cassirer rejects this view of spirit because he
thinks there is no guarantee of progress in culture, as evidenced, he suggests,
by the regression involved in the rise of fascism and totalitarianism in the 20th
century (see Cassirer 1946, esp. 297–98).

a reprisal of his theory of the categories from Substance and
Function qua the basic relations, like “space,” “time,” “number,”
“thing,” and “cause,” that make synthesis possible.38 To be sure,
he modifies the list of categories from Substance and Function,
replacing the more specific mathematical-scientific formulation
of the categories with a more generic one here, e.g., the specific
category of “magnitude” becomes the more generic category of
“thing” and the specific category of the “functional dependency
of magnitudes” becomes the more generic category of “cause.”
However, he remains committed to his earlier conception of the
categories as basic invariant relations of the understanding that
make synthesis possible.
Indeed, in The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms Cassirer glosses

the invariance of the basic relations of spirit along the same two
lines he glossed the invariance of the categories in Substance and
Function. To begin, as before, Cassirer treats these basic relations
of spirit as invariant in the sense that they serve as the conditions
of cultural experience. As he puts it, these relations of the spirit
serve as the “conditions of connectedness [Verknüpfbarkeit], of
spiritual combination [Zusammenfassung], and of spiritual pre-
sentation [Darstellung] in general,” which make possible the ac-
tivities involved in any symbolic form (PSFv1, 97, translation
modified).
Moreover, just as in Substance and Function, Cassirer claims

that what allows these basic relations of spirit to play a ubiqui-
tous role across the symbolic forms is their flexibility. To this end,
he claims that each basic relation of spirit has both a “quality”
that remains fixed and a “modality” that varies (PSFv1, 95). By
the “quality” of a relation, Cassirer has in mind the “particular
type of combination by means of which it creates series,” e.g.,
the quality of space is juxtaposition, time is succession, thing in-
volves being a bearer of properties, cause involves “origin,” etc.
(PSFv1, 95–96). So understood, the quality of the relations maps

38He adds “thing,” “attribute” and “cause” to this list at PSFv1, 94.
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ontowhat Cassirer earlier called the “meaning” of the categories
in Substance and Function. And he maintains that the quality of
the relation is something that remains the same regardless of
the specific “modality” that it takes on in each of the symbolic
forms:
If we designate the various kinds of relation—such as relation of
space, time, causality, etc.—as R1 , R2 , R3, we must assign to each
one a special “index of modality,” µ1 , µ2 , µ3, denoting the context
of function and meaning in which it is to be taken. For each of
these contexts language as well as scientific cognition, art as well
as myth, possesses its own constitutive principle which sets its
stamp, as it were, on all the particular forms within it. (PSFv3,
97)39

In his analysis of the basic relations of spirit, then, Cassirer, on
the one hand, maintains that the quality of the basic relations
will remain constant across all symbolic forms, providing the
basic pattern in accordance with which myth, language, art,
natural science, etc., organize and order phenomena in mean-
ingfulways,while, on the other hand, claiming that each of these
symbolic forms will put their own “stamp” on these relations in
accordance with their unique principles. For example, Cassirer
suggests that although the relation of space will retain the same
quality of juxtaposition through all symbolic forms, in mathe-
matics and natural science, juxtaposition is cashed out through
“geometrical theorems and axioms,” whereas in art the juxta-
position is characterized in terms of a “perceptual, emotional
unity” (PSFv1, 96).40 In this way, he updates his earlier account

39Cassirer also discusses the “modality” or “tonality” of the relations at
(PSFv2, 60–61; PSFv3, 13).

40For further discussion of this point about space, see (PSFv3, 422–24) and
“Mythic, Aesthetic, and Theoretic Space” (1931). Meanwhile for a broader
discussion of this point, see (PSFv1, chap. 3, secs. 1–3) for an analysis of the
modality of space, time, and number in language; (PSFv2, part 3, chaps. 1
and 3) for an analysis of cause, space, time, and number; and (PSFv3, part 3,
chaps. 3–5) for an analysis of the modality of these relations in mathematics
and natural science.

of the flexibility of the categories in Substance and Function in
order to reflect the flexibility of the basic relations of spirit.
In The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, then, Cassirer’s transcen-

dental logic retains the commitment to the Marburg account of
the synthetic nature of the understanding and the centrality of
the categories to its synthetic activities; however, he revises this
view in order to reflect the ways in which this understanding
shapes the broader cultural unfolding of spirit. And this up-
dated analysis of synthesis, in turn, shapes Cassirer’s account of
the constructive nature of the synthetic activity of understand-
ing.
To this end, Cassirer again affirms his commitment to Kant’s

constructive conception of objects as what correspond to the
“synthetic unity of understanding,” but he now extends this
analysis to cover the understanding of spirit (PSFv1, 78). He,
indeed, analyzes the constructive dimensions of the synthetic
activity of spirit in two veins. To begin, he claims that the
spirit, in general, makes possible the “determinate configura-
tion [Gestaltung]” of the cultural world as “an objective context
of meaning [Sinnszusammenahang] and an objective intuitive-
whole [Anschauungsganzen]” (PSFv1, 80; translation modified).
However, in addition to making the cultural world possible, he
maintains that the activity of the spirit also gives rise to the “de-
terminate domain of objects [Gegenstandsbereich]” that belong
to each symbolic form, e.g., the domain of religious, aesthetic,
or mathematical-scientific objects (PSFv1, 80; translation modi-
fied). In this way, Cassirer continues to analyze the understand-
ing at issue in transcendental logic in constructive terms.
In the end, then, in The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms Cassirer

defends an enriched account of transcendental logic as the sci-
ence of the understanding of the spirit, an understanding that
involves synthetic, constructive activities grounded in basic re-
lations or categories and that makes possible the objective activ-
ities of the symbolic forms.
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4.2. The reconstructive method
Like in Substance and Function, it is in relation to this more en-
compassing picture of transcendental logic and the objective
activities of the spirit that Cassirer then presents his account of
the psychology of culture. In order to explore his view, I want
to look first at his method for psychology and then analyze the
new version of the psychology of relations he develops with this
method.
Bymy lights, as important as adopting the wider cultural lens

is for Cassirer’s development of his psychology of culture, no
less important for this project is his appropriation of Natorp’s
reconstructive method. For whereas in Substance and Function
Cassirer orients his psychology around a very general concep-
tion of Natorp’s critical method, in The Philosophy of Symbolic
Forms Cassirer explicitly embraces Natorp’s specific formula-
tion of the reconstructive method and this, I submit, enables
Cassirer to offer a more thoroughgoing account of the psychol-
ogy of relations.
Cassirer makes his commitment to Natorp’s reconstructive

method clear in the chapter titled “Subjective and Objective
Analysis” in the third volume (PSFv3, 45–57).41 There, Cassirer
begins with an extended presentation of Natorp’s views. To
this end, he highlights Natorp’s description of the target of psy-
chology as the “immediate being and life of consciousness as
such,” i.e., consciousness in which phenomena appear to the
“perceptive, intuitive, or thinking I” (PSFv3, 52–53; translation
modified). He moreover reminds us of Natorp’s argument that
in order to access consciousness in this sense, psychology can-
not rely on a method that “imitates” the “method of empirical
observation and exact measurement” in natural science because
consciousness is not an object, but rather the correlate of ob-
jectivity (PSFv3, 51–52; translation modified). Cassirer then re-

41Cassirer also discussesNatorp’s theory of psychology explicitly in (PSFv4,
56–56, 149–50) and “Paul Natorp” (1925a, 280–86).

hearses Natorp’s claim that we must accordingly develop two
different methods for studying these objective and subjective
correlates: a “constructive” method for the objective (“plus”) di-
rection, which studies the “constructive effort of mathematics
and natural science, and of ethics and aesthetics,” and a “recon-
structive” method for the subjective (“minus”) direction, which
attempts to “indirectly” study consciousness by “unraveling”
these forms of objectivization into their “concentration” in lived
consciousness (PSFv3, 53–54).
After presenting Natorp’s view, Cassirer then endorses it:
If we [i.e., in the Philosophy of Symbolic Forms] are to gain a concrete
view of the full objectivity of the spirit on the one and of its full
subjectivity on the other, we must seek to carry out the method-
ological correlation, which Natorp sets forth in principle, in every
field of spiritual endeavor. (PSFv3, 57)

As we see here, Cassirer thus agrees with Natorp that there is
a correlation between the objective manifestations of spirit in
the symbolic forms and the subjective manifestation of it in the
psychic act, processes, and operations in individuals, and that a
double-method is needed to analyze each correlate. Admittedly,
Cassirer is critical of what he takes to be an overly scientistic
approach to these matters in Natorp; nevertheless, he takes over
Natorp’smethodology as his preferredmeans for studying spirit
as a whole.42
Furthermore, it is in within this framework that Cassirer lays

out his program for a psychology of culture:
Our inquiry . . . aspires to find its way back to the primary sub-
jective sources, the original attitudes and modes of configuration

42Cassirer charges Natorp with having an overly scientistic view because he
thinks Natorp reduces the conditions of the possibility of all symbolic forms
to the scientific concept of “law,” when, in fact, it is the more encompassing
notion of “form” that should be employed (PSFv3, 56). He also criticizes Na-
torp for neglecting other important cultural regions, like myth and language,
alongside the Kantian trio of mathematical-natural science, ethics, and art
(PSFv3, 56–57).
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[Gestaltungsweisen] of consciousness. It is from this perspective
that we now approach our question of the structure of the per-
ceptive, intuitive, and cognitive consciousness. We shall attempt
to elucidate it without surrendering to the method . . . of scientific,
causal-explicative psychology . . . We start rather from the prob-
lems of the objective spirit, from the formation in which it consists
and exists; however, we shall not stop with them as a mere fact; we
shall attempt by means of reconstructive analysis to find our way
back to their . . . “conditions of possibility.” (PSFv3, 57; translation
modified)

By employing the reconstructivemethod, Cassirer indicates that
his psychology of culture will take as its starting point the ob-
jective formations of spirit, i.e., the symbolic forms, and then
seek to clarify their subjective correlates, i.e., the original “atti-
tudes,” “modes,” and “structures” in “perceptive, intuitive, and
cognitive consciousness.” This being said, Cassirer does not in-
tend his own analysis of these attitudes, modes, and structures
of consciousness to exhaust the psychology of culture. Indeed,
like Natorp, Cassirer thinks muchmore needs to be done in em-
pirical psychology in order to clarify consciousness along these
lines. In fact, to this end, in the third volume of The Philosophy of
Symbolic Forms, he includes a lengthy chapter, “Toward a Pathol-
ogy of the Symbolic Consciousness,” in which he considers how
research on pathological disorders like aphasia, apraxia, and
agnosia, conducted by psychologist like Henry Head, Adhémar
Gelb, and Kurt Goldstein can affect the individual’s percep-
tual, intuitive, and cognitive experience (PSFv3, 205–77).43 So
for Cassirer although psychology should be oriented by the re-
constructive method in general, this is not to the exclusion of
empirical research; rather he thinks that this empirical research
needs to be grounded in the reconstructive method.
As for his own contribution to the psychology of culture, how-

43Goldstein was, in fact, Cassirer’s cousin and Cassirer spent time with
patients at Goldstein’s Institute for Brain Injured Patients in the 1920s; see
Andersch (2015).

ever, as we shall see, Cassirer ultimately traces the attitudes,
modes, and structures of perceptual, intuitive, and cognitive
consciousness back to a set of underlying “functions” of con-
sciousness; thus setting up his psychology of culture as an anal-
ysis of the functions of consciousness. Now, this move should
sound familiar insofar as it echoes his earlier claim in Substance
and Function that psychology should study the concrete total-
ity of the productive functions of consciousness (SF, 346). Yet,
unlike in Substance and Function, I hope to show that using the re-
constructive method puts Cassirer in a position to offer not only
a more detailed analysis of this concrete totality of functions,
but also an account of their connection to the basic relations of
spirit. It is on this basis that Cassirer is able to better fulfill the
demand for the psychology of relations that he issued in 1910;
however, in so doing, Cassirer defends a broader psychology
of relations than he originally envisioned, one that assigns the
psychology of mathematics and natural science a place within
the system of the psychology of culture as a whole. It is to this
more encompassing psychology of relations that we shall now
turn.

4.3. Consciousness in general and the function of
representation

In his psychology of culture, Cassirer approaches the subjective
dimension of spirit from two perspectives: a general perspective
that considers consciousness in general as the correlate of the
symbolic forms in general, which we shall consider in this sec-
tion, and a specific perspective that considers the specific modes
of consciousness that are the correlate of the specific symbolic
forms, which we shall discuss in the following section.
Beginning with the general perspective, following the recon-

structive method, Cassirer takes his cue from the nature of the
symbolic forms in general. In this vein, he argues that what all
the symbolic forms share in common is that they involve objec-
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tive, constructive activities of spirit by means of which an “ap-
pearance [Erscheinung] receives a determinate ‘meaning’ [Bedeu-
tung], a particular ideal content [ideellen Gehalt]” (PSFv1, 78).44
For example, in myth, a lightning bolt becomes the appearance
of the god’s anger; in art, brushstrokes on a canvas becomes
the appearance of haystacks; in mathematics, a three-sided en-
closed figure becomes the appearance of an equilateral triangle.
However, as we saw above, for Cassirer, these meaning-giving
activities are ultimately made possible by the synthetic activity
of the understanding of spirit, which synthesizes manifolds in
light of the basic relations, like space, time, number, cause, thing,
etc. For Cassirer, then, the first task of his psychology of culture
consciousness is to reconstruct consciousness in general as the
subjective correlate of this objective, relation-guided activity of
spirit in general that enables appearances to take on meaning in
the symbolic forms as such.
Cassirer offers a reconstruction of consciousness in general

along these lines in Section Three of the Introduction of the first
volume, “The Problem of ‘Representation’ [Repräsentation] and
the Structure of Consciousness” (PSFv1, 93–105).45 In order to
clarify the view of consciousness he defends there, I want to
start with an account of the continuity of this view with his
earlier analysis of consciousness in Substance and Function and
then examine how he augments his earlier position by means of
an analysis of the “function of representation,”46

44As he makes this point a few pages later, they all involve a process by
means of which “a finite and particular sensory content [Einzelinhalt] is made
into the vehicle [Träger] of a general spiritual ‘meaning’ [Bedeutung]” (PSFv1,
93).

45Cassirer reprises some of the basic themes concerning the connection
between consciousness and representation at (PSFv3, 202–04).

46It is worth nothing that this original function of representation is not to
be confused with the more specific Darstellungsfunktion that we will discuss
below, a confusion that is tempting given that Manheim translates the latter
as the “function of representation” as well. To avoid this confusion, I shall
translate Darstellungsfunktion as “presentation function.”

InThePhilosophy of Symbolic Forms, as inSubstance andFunction,
Cassirer rejects atomistic views of consciousness in favor of a
holistic, relation-based view. Emphasizing the holistic nature of
consciousness, Cassirer claims:

[T]he unity of thematter and form of consciousness, of the “partic-
ular” and the “universal,” of sensory “data” and pure “principles
of order,” constitutes precisely that originally certain and orig-
inally cognized [ursprüngliche-gewisse und urpsrüngliche-bekannte]
phenomenon which every analysis of consciousness must take as its
point of departure. (PSFv1, 104; translation modified)

In this same vein, he says, “from the very start, ‘content’ [In-
halt] and ‘form,’ ‘element’ and ‘relation’ are conceived not as
terms independent of one another, but as concurrent and mu-
tually determining one another” (PSFv1, 98). As in Substance
and Function, then, Cassirer maintains that consciousness is not
something that involves separable contents and relations (mat-
ter and form), but rather is holistic in the sense that it, at themost
fundamental level, involves contents and relations that are recip-
rocally related. Indeed, in order to emphasize this reciprocity,
Cassirer draws on his earlier account of series from Substance
and Function. To this end, he claims that the forms and contents
of consciousness stand in a serial relation to one another, with
the forms of consciousness serving as the serial principles, the
purpose of which is to order and organize the contents of con-
sciousness, and the contents of consciousness as serial members
that are able to exist as they do only by being so-ordered (see
PSFv1, 95, 98, 99).47

47As Cassirer describes this reciprocity in Substance and Function:

Here no insuperable gap can arise between the “universal” and the “par-
ticular,” for the universal itself has no other meaning and purpose than
to represent and to render possible the connection and order of the particular
itself. If we regard the particular as a serial member and the universal as a
serial principle, it is at once clear that the two moments, without going over
into each other and in any way being confused, still refer throughout in
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In addition to defending a holistic view of consciousness, as
was the case in Substance and Function, Cassirer continues to em-
phasize the foundational role that relations play in conscious-
ness. Indeed, in the same spirit as he opened the “Psychology of
Relations” chapter, he orients his discussion of consciousness in
The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms around the claim that conscious-
ness is grounded in the totality of the basic a priori relations of
spirit:

If we attempt a broad initial survey of the basic relations which
constitute the unity of consciousness, our attention is first drawn
to certain mutually independent “modes” [Weisen] of combination
[Verknüpfung]. The factor of “juxtaposition” as it appears in the
form of space, the factor of succession as in the form of time—
the combination of existing determinations [Seinsbestimmungen] in
such a way that one is apprehended as a “thing,” the other as an
“attribute,” or of successive events in such a way that one appears
as a cause of the other: all these are examples of such original types
of relation. (PSFv1, 94; translation modified)48

Similarly to Substance and Function, then, Cassirer here claims
that the basic relations of the spirit, which are analyzed in tran-
scendental logic, are what orient consciousness in unifying con-
tents together into holistic manifolds. Indeed, he describes these
relations as . . .

. . . the formalmoments [Formmomente]which can never be reduced
to mere contents but which form the constitutive presuppositions
[Voraussetzungen] through which alone content, as determinate

their capacity [Leistung] to each other. (SF, 224; translation modified; see
also SF, 26)
48Cassirer does not intend this list of basic relations to be exhaustive; indeed,

noticeably absent from it is the relation of “number,” which he mentions
elsewhere as a basic relation (e.g., PSFv3, 13; PSFv2, 79; SF, 309; ETR, 420, 445),
and which is also one of the relations that Cassirer traces throughout myth
and religion (PSFv2, 140–01), language (PSFv1, 226–49), andmathematics and
natural science (PSFv3, 341–45).

content [bestimmter Inhalt], can be “given” to us. (PSFv3, 426; trans-
lation modified)49

Aswe seehere, onhis view, it is only if consciousness synthesizes
and unifies the psychic manifold in light of the basic relations of
spirit that there can be any content for consciousness at all.
Given that Cassirer thus remains committed to his earlier

holistic, relation-based account of consciousness, I thinkwehave
reason to describe his psychology of culture as a psychology of
relations. Admittedly, in The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, Cas-
sirer does not apply this label (or any label for that matter) to his
psychology. However, he defines the psychology of relations as
one that embraces not an atomistic view of consciousness, but
rather a holistic, relation-based view; that grounds conscious-
ness in the basic a priori relations analyzed in transcendental
logic; and that adheres to the critical method. And, as we have
seen, his psychology of culture meets these criteria. This being
the case, I submit that we should conceive of his psychology of
culture as a more mature version of his psychology of relations.
While this analysis of consciousness and psychology so far

dovetails in large part with his account in Substance and Function,
what he adds in The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms is an analysis
of consciousness in terms of the “original function of represen-
tation” (Repräsentation) (PSFv1, 99).50 Indeed, he maintains that
this function is responsible for the “structure” (Aufbau) and “for-
mal unity” (Formeinheit) of consciousness in general (PSFv1, 105;
translation modified). Representation, thus, appears to hold the
key to clarifying many of the details lacking in Cassirer’s ac-
count of consciousness in Substance and Function, specifically
those pertaining to the holistic structure of consciousness and
the role basic relations play in it.

49See also (PSFv1, 102–03) for his criticism of the psychology of sensations.
50Cassirer does discuss representation at some length in Substance and Func-

tion; however, he does so not in the context of analyzing individual conscious-
ness, but rather in the context of discussing how one “phase of experience” in
the mathematical-scientific sense can represent another phase (SF, 282–85).
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Cassirer’s account of representation, however, is complex. Of-
ten, when we discuss the representational nature of conscious-
ness what we have in mind is the way in which consciousness
refers to something else, e.g., the way in which my current men-
tal state represents the palm tree outside my window. Although
Cassirer eventually connects his account of representation to
this more familiar view, he starts by analyzing representation
in terms of a relation that obtains between the different mo-
ments of consciousness. Here, for example, he claims that the
representation relation is one that holds between the contents of
consciousness:

[R]epresentation of one content [eines Inhalts] in and through an-
other, should be recognized as an essential presupposition [Vo-
raussetzung] for the structure [Aufbau] of consciousness itself and
as a condition of its own formal unity [Formeinheit]. (PSFv1, 105;
translation modified)

Similarly, he describes representation as “every instance where
one element of consciousness [Bewußtseinselementes] is repre-
sented in and through another” (PSFv1, 102). Meanwhile, else-
where, he suggests representation is a relation that holds be-
tween the contents and whole of consciousness:

[W]hat defines each particular being [Sein] of consciousness is that
in it the whole of consciousness is in some form co-posited [mit-
gesetzt] and represented. Only in and through this representation
does what we call the “presence” of the content become possible.
(PSFv1, 99; translation modified)

What then is Cassirer’s view of the function of representation
insofar as it makes possible not only representation internal to
the structure of consciousness, but also between consciousness
and what it represents beyond itself?
Let’s begin with how the function of representation makes

possible the representational connections internal to conscious-
ness. On his view, the function of representation structures and

unifies the contents of consciousness in such a way that allows
them to represent not only one another, but also consciousness
in a more holistic way, and he claims that it is able to do so
insofar as it is guided by the basic relations of spirit. Turn-
ing, first, to how this works in the case of the representational
connection between contents of consciousness, Cassirer claims,
“every particular content of consciousness is situated in a net-
work of diverse relations, by virtue of which [it] . . . contain[s]
reference [Hinweis] to other and still other contents” (PSFv1, 106).
On Cassirer’s view, then, the basic relations of spirit guide con-
sciousness in the synthesis of its contents and this enables con-
sciousness to form “networks” (or series) in which those con-
tents refer to, hence represent one another. In the case of time,
for example, Cassirer claims that consciousness, oriented by the
basic relation of time, synthesizes together the “now” content of
consciousness together with all the other temporal contents into
a temporal network (a time series) in such a way that enables
that “now” content to refer to or represent the other temporal
contents (PSFv1, 98). In this case, then, the function of represen-
tation orients consciousness toward synthesizing manifolds in
light of the basic relations in such a way that allows the contents
of those manifolds to represent one another.
However, as was mentioned above, on Cassirer’s account of

the representation internal to consciousness, the contents refer
not just to one another, but also to the whole of consciousness.
Hemaintains that this takes place at two levels. On the first level,
Cassirer takes the contents of consciousness to refer to thewhole
relationally ordered network or series in consciousness that re-
flects each basic relation of spirit. The “now” content, e.g., refers
to the whole time series in consciousness, the “here” content
refers to the whole spatial order in consciousness, etc. On the
second level, Cassirer maintains that the contents of conscious-
ness refer to consciousness as a whole. His argument for this
point stems from his conception of the unity of consciousness.
For, on his view, consciousness as a whole is something that
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unifies together all the basic relations and the series that they
generate. To make this point, he describes consciousness as a
whole as an “integral” that combines together the “differential”
relations and their accompanying series:

The “integral” of consciousness is constructed not from the sum
of its sensuous elements (a , b , c , d . . . ), but from the totality
[Gesamtheit], as it were, of its differentials of relations and form
(dr1 , dr2 , dr3 . . . ). (PSFv1, 105)51

Given that the contents of consciousness refer to the relations
and series in which they are situated, then they will also re-
fer to the whole of consciousness insofar as it integrates those
differential relations and accompanying series. In both of these
ways, the function of representation orients consciousness to-
ward synthesizing its contents together with whole relationally
ordered series and the whole of consciousness, in such a way
that allows those contents to represent those wholes.
Cassirer’s account of the function of representation as it bears

on the structure and unity internal to consciousness thus sheds
light on his earlier account of consciousness from Substance and
Function in two ways. To begin, he now clarifies that it is the
function of representation that is responsible for the holistic
structure of consciousness in general insofar as it orients con-
sciousness, at the most fundamental level, toward combining
together contents and relations into wholes that are unified by
means of representational connections. Moreover, he indicates
that the basic relations of spirit play a role in this process by
guiding consciousness in how it synthesizes together what is
internal to consciousness along representational lines.

51As we might render this point, for Cassirer, consciousness as a
whole is a “system” (S) that integrates all the individual series deter-
mined through particular relations (R1 , R2 , R3 . . . ) together with the con-
tents they order (a , b , c , d) (PSFv1, 103). Thus we could think of Cas-
sirer’s conception of the unity of consciousness along the following lines:
S(R1(a , b , c , d . . . ), R2(a , b , c , d . . . ), R3(a , b , c , d . . . ) . . . ).

However, in addition to these clarifications, Cassirer further
adds to his analysis of consciousness from Substance and Func-
tion an account of how the function of representation enables
consciousness to represent what stands over and against it. To
this end, Cassirer draws once again on the notions of synthesis
and relations, arguing that within the unified structure of con-
sciousness, it is possible synthesize and relate different contents
together in such away that corresponds to the “objective unity of
the object” (PSFv1, 99). Recall that, on the Kantian view, in order
for thinking to relate to objects, it must bring about the requisite
unity in the manifold, and this is something that Cassirer thinks
applies at the level of the objective formations of spirit, no less
than at the level of individual psyches. Thus, on Cassirer’s view,
in order for consciousness to form a representation of an object,
it must synthesize together the contents that belong together
and separate off the ones that do not belong. For example, in
order for me to represent a palm tree, my consciousness must
synthesize together the tree-contents, e.g., those relating to the
spindly shape of its trunk, the green color of its leaves, the sound
of its fronds as they rustle in the breeze, and distinguish them
from the non-tree-contents, e.g., those relating to the grass, sky,
or birds outside my window. Although Cassirer thinks that this
process is something thatmust ultimately involve empirical con-
cepts, he identifies as a necessary (if not sufficient) condition of
this process that consciousness be guided by the basic relations
of spirit. For, on his view, it is these relations, these categories,
thatmake object-related thinking even in the individual possible
because they enable consciousness to bring about the synthesis,
organization, and order of the manifold required in order for it
to amount to a representation of an object.
For Cassirer, then, the original function of representation is

something that not only accounts for the holistic, relation-based
structure of consciousness, but also allows consciousness to rep-
resent things which stand over and against it. In this way, Cas-
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sirer fills out his earlier analysis of consciousness from Substance
and Function insofar as he now makes it clear that the holis-
tic, relation-based structure of consciousness is something that
is ultimately oriented around and grounded in the function of
representation. Cassirer’s analysis of the function of representa-
tion as it bears on consciousness in general is thus an important
first step toward filling out the psychology of relations meant to
clarify the subjective dimensions of culture.

4.4. The specific functions of consciousness
Yet though Cassirer thinks that consciousness in general is
grounded in the function of representation, his psychology of
culture inThe Philosophy of Symbolic Formsdoes not stop there; he
thinks that the reconstructive method leads us to recognize that
there are more specific modes and functions of representation
in consciousness that must also be accounted for. Thus with this
second phase of his cultural psychology of relations, Cassirer
seeks to reconstruct the more specific subjective correlates of
the specific symbolic forms.
In particular, Cassirer claims that if we take as our starting

point an analysis of the different objective activities involved in
the symbolic forms, then we will find that there are specific pat-
terns of understanding of spirit that shapes each of them and
that reflects the unique “modality” that the basic relations take
on in the context of each form. Inmyth and religion, for example,
he claims that the relevant mode of spiritual understanding is
one that is dominated by the feeling of “sacred” and “profane,”
a feeling that gives the basic relations of space, time, number,
cause, etc., a distinctive affective stamp (see PSFv2, chaps. 1–2,
§§1–5). Meanwhile language and art, on his view, employ amore
objective mode of spiritual understanding and objective modal-
ity for the relations that allow them to construct objects, e.g.,
words, sentences, or works of art, that present the spatiotem-

poral world to us as something that is stable and constant.52
Finally, he maintains that the understanding at issue in mathe-
matics and natural science is a more abstract one that is oriented
away from the accidents of subjectivity and the spatiotemporal
world in general and towards the construction of ideal universal
and necessary relations, and that in this framework, the basic
relations take on a more ideal modality, as reflective of ideal
functions, principles, and law.53

Guided by the reconstructive method, Cassirer then seeks to
clarify the specific kindsof consciousness that are the correlate of
these specific objectivemodes of spiritual understanding. To this
end, he argues there are threemore specificmodes and functions
of lived consciousness: perceptive (wahrnehmend) consciousness
that is shaped by the expressive function (Ausdrucksfunktion), in-
tuitive (anschauend) consciousness that is shaped by the presen-
tation function (Darstellungsfunktion), and cognitive (erkennend)
consciousness that is shaped by the significative function (Bedeu-
tungsfunktion).54 On his view, each of these functions andmodes
involve a more specific way in which the individual is able to
represent phenomena in meaningful ways in consciousness.

52For Cassirer’s alignment of art with the kind of presentation involved in
language, see (PSFv4, 78) and (EM, 142).

53Indeed, he claims that the “most essential difference” about mathematics
and science from the other symbolic forms is that “even in [their] earliest stage,
[they have] surpassed theworld of expression” (PSFv3, 451). Cassirer takes the
relationship mathematics and natural science have to intuition presentation
to be more complicated, arguing that in its initial phases (in its “mimetic” and
“analogical” phases), natural science “clings to representation”; however, in its
most advanced (“symbolic”) phase, e.g., in relativity and quantummechanics,
it leaves behind the need for intuitive presentation altogether (PSFv3, 451).

54Cassirer organizes the third volume of The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms
around these three modes and functions: dedicating Part One to “The Ex-
pressive Function and the World of Expression”; Part Two to “The Problem of
Representation [Repräsentation] and the Construction [Aufbau] of the Intuitive
World” (where by “representation” he has inmindDarstellung); andPart Three
to “The Function of Signification and the Construction [Aufbau] of Scientific
Cognition [Erkenntnis]” (translation modified).
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In more detail, Cassirer claims that the expressive function
makes it possible for individuals to represent phenomena inpsy-
chic consciousness in “affective” and “subjective” terms, i.e., as
possessing some sort of emotional or “physiognomic” meaning
(PSFv3, 68). For example, it is through the expressive function
that I see a horse’s face as wise or a friend’s face as outraged.
Indeed, Cassirer thinks that it is bymeans of the expressive func-
tion that we come to see others as persons at all (see PSFv3, 79).
Cassirer labels thisway of representing phenomena in lived con-
sciousness “expressive-perception” (Ausdruckswahrnehmung) or
“thou-perception” (Du-Wahrnehmung) (see PSFv3, 74, 78–80,
123).
Meanwhile hemaintains that the presentation function allows

individuals to represent phenomena in “objective” terms, i.e.,
as belonging to an objective spatiotemporal world that stands
over and against subjects. He often illustrates the presentation
functionwith the example of perceptual constancy: even though
when I look at the palm tree outside my window, my subjective
perspective conditions how the tree appears, I nevertheless see
the tree as a constant object with constant properties that is
independent from me.55 He labels this psychological mode of
representing phenomena “intuition” (Anschauung) (see PSFv3,
79, 117).
Finally, for Cassirer, the significative function paves the way

for the individual to represent pure meanings, like ideal con-
cepts, laws, or principles, in consciousness. This function en-
ables me, for example, to look at a wavy line as signifying the
sine function or the behavior of gas in an experiment as signi-
fying Boyle’s law. He claims that it is this way of representing
things that is responsible for “cognition” (Erkenntnis) qua what
can be had on the individual level.

55Though this is a guiding theme of his treatment of the presentation func-
tion in PSFv3, he makes this point about perceptual constancy in “Language
and the Construction of the World of Objects” (1932a).

Cassirer’s application of the reconstructive method to con-
sciousness as the correlate of the objective formations of culture
thus leads him not only to an analysis of the original function
of representation as the ground of consciousness in general,
but also to these three more specific functions as the ground of
perceptive, intuitive, and cognitive consciousness. And in this
way he fills out and qualifies many of the details of his psychol-
ogy of relations from Substance and Function. To begin, whereas
his psychology in Substance and Function was only able to ges-
ture towards the “concrete totality of productive functions” of
consciousness, in The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms his broader
cultural perspective, along with his adoption of Natorp’s recon-
structive method, enable him to offer a psychology that involves
a complete account of what those functions are. This, in turn,
allows him to shedmore specific light not only on his view of the
holistic structure of consciousness, but also on the connection
between the basic a priori relations or categories of understand-
ing at issue in transcendental logic and the psychic activity of
consciousness.
However, I suggested that he also qualifies his view in Sub-

stance and Function insofar as he revises his earlier analysis of the
psychology of relations as something that is exhausted by the
psychology of mathematics and natural science and defends, in-
stead, a more encompassing view of the psychology of relations
as reflective of culture. Indeed, when seen from the perspective
of the psychology of culture, the psychology of relations that
he defends in Substance and Function appears to capture just one
spherewithin consciousness, viz., the sphere that pertains to the
cognitive activities grounded in the significative function. Ac-
cordingly, the account of consciousness he gives in Substance and
Function, according to which it involves acts that are directed on
and bring to consciousness objective truths or objective content,
is valuable for elucidating one specific activity in consciousness.
However, I take one of Cassirer’s advances in The Philosophy of
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Symbolic Forms to be the recognition that the psychology of rela-
tionsneeds to also account for theperceptual activities grounded
in the expressive function and the intuitive activities grounded
in the presentation function. Thus in order to meet his own de-
mand for a psychology of relations that will do justice to the
subjective correlate of understanding, Cassirer comes to treat
the psychology of mathematics and natural science as but one
moment in the psychology of culture as a whole.

5. Conclusion: Toward a Theory of the A Priori
In this paper, we have followed the development of Cassirer’s
psychology of relations from his initial formulation of it in Sub-
stance and Function into his more mature account of psychology
in The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms. In so doing, we found that
Cassirer follows in the footsteps of his Marburg mentors, on the
one hand, criticizing psychologistic attempts to ground logic in
psychology, while, on the other hand, recognizing the value,
indeed, need for psychology as part of critical philosophy. How-
ever, we saw Cassirer pursue this project from his own perspec-
tive, ultimatelydefendinga transcendental logic andpsychology
that can account for the unfolding of the understanding of spirit
as it shapes the cultural world and our cultural lives.
As much as this analysis of the psychology of culture sheds

light on Cassirer’s account of the symbolic forms, it also informs
our understanding of his account of mathematics and natural
science in significant ways. Indeed, when approached solely
through the lens of the first two-thirds of Substance and Function,
our grasp of Cassirer’s view of mathematics and natural science
will remain incomplete: not only will we fail to appreciate the
fact that he thinks that we owe a psychology ofmathematics and
natural science alongside an objective analysis of them, but also
we will remain inattentive to the systematic place this fuller ac-
count ofmathematics and natural science haswithin his broader

theory of culture. By way of conclusion, I wish to suggest that
the gainsmade in this direction are not isolated, but rather point
toward others that can bemade in our analysis of his philosophy
of mathematics and natural science if pursued through the lens
of his theory of culture.
In order to begin trying to make good on this suggestion, in

what remains, I want to explore the way in which the broad
cultural considerations explored in this paper shed light on one
of the most contentious issues that arises in the interpretation of
Cassirer’s view ofmathematics and natural science, viz., his the-
ory of the a priori. At issue in this debate is which kind or kinds
of a priori Cassirer allows into his account of mathematics and
natural science. To this end, commentators debate, in one vein,
whether Cassirer conceives of the a priori in constitutive or regu-
lative terms, i.e., whether it constitutes the objects of or merely
regulates the procedures in mathematics and natural science.
As Cassirer himself articulates this contrast, whereas constitu-
tive concepts are ones that “determine and anticipate what is
given in the object,” regulative concepts “contain only a pre-
scription as to what we are to do” in our investigation of objects
(KLT, 206; my emphasis). While commentators like Ryckman
and Heis attribute to Cassirer a view that includes both regula-
tive and constitutive elements, others like Friedman and Ferrari
argue that he defends only a regulative picture (Ryckman 2005,
46; Heis 2014, §2; Friedman 2000, 117, 123; Ferrari 2012). In a
second vein, disagreement arises with respect to whether Cas-
sirer thinks of the a priori in absolute or relativized terms, where
this contrast is understood in terms of the difference between an
a priori that is absolute in the sense that it is fixed for all time and
one that is relative in the sense that it changes from theory to
theory. While some commentators, like Richardson, Ryckman,
and Ferrari suggest that Cassirer anticipates Reichenbach’s con-
ception of the relativized a priori, others, like Heis, claim that his
view contains both relativized and absolute elements (Richard-
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son 1998, chap. 5; Ryckman 2005, chap. 2; Ferrari 2012, 2015,
272–77; Heis 2014, §2).
Though I do not here hope to settle all of these debates, in

what follows, I argue that if we situate Cassirer’s account of
mathematics and natural science within the framework of the
logic and psychology of culture we have explored in this paper,
then we will find that he acknowledges at least one set of con-
stitutive, absolute a priori relations, viz., the categories qua the
basic a priori relations of the understanding clarified by transcen-
dental logic. More specifically, since I take his considered view
of transcendental logic to be the one he offers in The Philosophy
of Symbolic Forms, the categories I have in mind are the basic
a priori relations of spirit, like space, time, number, cause, and
thing, which ground the objective and subjective dimensions of
not justmathematics and natural science, but culture as awhole.
Onmy reading, the absolute status of these categories follows

from Cassirer’s analysis of them as invariants. For, as we saw in
both Substance and Function and The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms,
Cassirer emphasizes these relations because he takes them to be
the invariant relations that make experience at multiple levels
possible. Indeed, we have seen him argue that these categories
are the invariant relations that condition not only experience in
an objective sense, i.e., in mathematical-natural science and in
the symbolic forms, but also experience in a subjective sense,
i.e., in the lived consciousness of individuals. Moreover, by my
lights, one of the primary features of his account of the cate-
gories, viz., his account of their flexibility, is meant to explain
just how they could play this invariant role: they have a flexible
“meaning” or “quality” that allows them to serve as an absolute,
yet dynamic fixture of all cultural experience.56

56Against this suggestion, one could point toward the following passage
from Substance and Function where Cassirer seems to indicate that the a priori
categories are relative: “At no given stage of knowledge [Wissens] can this goal
[of identifying the ultimate invariants] be perfectly achieved; nevertheless

I, furthermore, think we should regard these categories as
constitutive because they fulfill Cassirer’s requirements for con-
stitutive concepts, viz., that they “determine” and “anticipate”
objects. Indeed, aswe saw in both Substance and Function and The
Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, on Cassirer’s Kantian view, it is by
means of these categories that the understanding is able to bring
about the synthetic unity in the manifold required for thought
to represent objects. This is why Cassirer claims in Substance
and Function that the categories are what make “every physi-
cal construction” possible, i.e., the construction of the physical
objects in mathematical-natural science (SF, 270). And it is also
his reason for arguing in The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms that
the basic relations of spirit make possible not only the cultural
world, but also the determinate domains of objects that belong
to each symbolic form. That he defends this sort of constitutive
view, however, should not surprise us for, as we saw through-
out, like Cohen and Natorp, Cassirer endorses a conception of
the understanding as at once synthetic and constructive.

it remains as a demand, and prescribes a fixed direction to the constitutes
unfolding and evolution of the systems of experience” (SF, 269). As I read this
passage, however, Cassirer is not making a point about the relative status of
the categories, i.e., as things that might come and go with different theories,
but rather about the open-endedness of the list of invariants. My reasons for
reading him in this way stem from his assessment of Kant’s theory of the
categories, according to which although Kant got wrong the idea that the
categories have a “finished . . . number and content,” he does not get wrong
the idea that there are “forms of judgment” that serve as the “unitary and
living motives [Motive] of thought [Denkens]” (DEPv1 18; my translation). I
take Cassirer’s idea then to be that Kant was right to recognize that there are
invariant forms of judgment that the categories reflect, but he was wrong,
first, because the content of those forms can vary over time, e.g., in different
scientific paradigms, and, second, because the number of those forms can
change when we can add new categories to the list. He does not indicate
here whether categories could be subtracted from this list and his consistent
commitment to the basic categories of space, time, number, thing, and cause,
even in the face of revolutionary paradigms like quantum mechanics (see
Cassirer 1936b), seems to suggest that he thinks we only add to the list.
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For these reasons, I take the trajectory of Cassirer’s analysis of
the categories qua the basic set of a priori relations of the spirit
from Substance and Function to The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms,
to indicate that he conceives of them as absolute and constitu-
tive. This is not to deny that there may be other sets of relations
that fall under the umbrella of the relative or regulative a pri-
ori;57 rather the point I wish tomake is that the categories that he
places at the foundation of the objective and subjective dimen-
sions of both his philosophy of mathematics and natural science
and his philosophy of culture are a priori in the constitutive and
absolute sense.
Aswas the casewithhis psychologyof relations, then, it seems

there is much to be gained by situating the account of the a priori
that he presents in his philosophy of mathematics and natural
science in the broader framework of his philosophy of culture.
Perhaps, however, the fruitfulness of this strategy should come
as no surprise for it treats mathematics and natural science as
Cassirer does, not as isolated domains, but rather as parts of our
cultural world.
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